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UCF freezes No. 2-ranked·· Pengu,i ns

•

.

University of Central Florida/Orlando

The victory propels UCF ip.to a quarterfinal
match 2 p.m. $aturday at the
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Citrus Bowl against William & Mary.
"I had faith in the team, and they
The UCF football team pulled it off.
After sliding into the final spot of the had faith in me," Grilla told WFTV
NCAA I-AA playoffs, they knocked off (channel 9). "I knew [the kick] was
the No. 2 team, beating the Young'" going to go through when I kicked it."
The Knights fed the Penguins their
stown State Penguins, 20-17, Saturday
afternoon at Stambough Stadium.
own style offootball by keeping the ball
UCFs Franco Grilla drilled a 34- on the ground.
yard field goal with no time left on the
Mark Giacone rumbled to a school
clock to down the previously unde- record 191 yards and scored a touchfeated Penguins.
down. His 14-yard scoring run capped
by Glenn Carrasquillo

Tuesday

off UCF's opening drive, which consisted 'of nine running plays. He broke
his own .single-game record ·. of 1 77
yards he set as a freshman.
''We went into the game feeling like
we could run on them," UCF Coach
Gene McDowell said. ''We felt we had a
good chance of winning after we saw
the films." The Knights went on to total
309 yards on the ground.
UCF quarterback Ron Johnson connected on 8-of-11 passes for 106 yards
and no interceptions.

~ovember

27, 1990

After stopping the P~nguins on their
initial offensive drive, the Knights put
together their second scoring drive. It
consisted of 14 running plays and
lasted 7:44. It ended with a 43-yard
fi:eld goal by Grilla.
''We felt·we could have had another
to·uchdown on that drive, but a penalty
brought us back," McDowell said_.
"That's why it was so important that we
came away with at least a field goal."
s.ee VICTORY page 13

9 state . u n~iversitie· s
must· aUd it .t.11eir SGs

•

by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

•

DenuJ' OeBoei-,..;b'H HAL h ..CRIDA fv T\JiiE

Members of the UCF Marching Knights perform in the 1990 Homecoming Parade Nov. 9. Band
members were robbed at the last regular season game Nov. 17.

The Florida Board of Regents has ordered all nine
state universities to conduct
audits of their student government associations.
BOR spokesman Pat Riordan said the decision to review
SGs was made in July by the
BOR and is part of a regular
internal auditing cycle.
-"We-do this all the time,"
Riordan said.
"They [the auditors] concentrate their efforts where most
of the dollars [from the state
budget] go," Riordan said.
He said most of the money
goes to classroom operation.
"Less frequently, they get
around to the smaller areas,
such as student government,"

he smd.
The first audit in that cycle
was for Florida State University's SG. Auditors found
23 violations of that agency's
finance codes, but no violations of state laws.
SG officials at UCF said
they are not worried about the
upcoming audit.
"We're not expecting anything to worry about," said
-J effLaing, student body president.
He said when most people
think of audits, they think of
the Internal Revenue Service.
"We're not being audited for
tax evasion or anything like
that," Laing said.
According to Kim Smith of
the BOR's auditing division,
UCFs audit will not be until
the 1992-93 school year.

$300 in cash, je~elry stolen from
band room during footb811 game
by Merrell Hatcher
CENTRALHORIDA FUTURE

While the Knights stole a 93-6 football victory Nov. 17, a burglar stole band members'
cash, credit cards and jewelry.
After the band performed at UCF's last.regular season football game, members returned to
the Citrus Bowl band room and found their
personal belongings ransacked and valuables
missing.
Band members estimate the total loss to be
$300. Police had no suspects or leads at
press time.
Twenty of the 110 band members had things
taken. Half of the victims filed police reports.
The intruder entered the room through an
unlocked door, according to band President

Mary Miller, a senior.
She said the room is usually left unlocked
because band ~embers frequently use the room
during games.
.
Apparently the burglary happened during
the fourth quarter of the game. Stadium officials said everyone on the stadium's east side
has access to the band room.
Stadiu:rn Manager Greg Thompson said the
114 security and police officers on duty during
the game didn't cov.er the band room since band
Director Richard Greenwood was issued a key.
He could not be reached for comment.
Miller, in her fourth year with the band, said
members were outr~ged by the invasion of privacy.
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see BAND page 3
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MAN WORKING
Greg Kail of Systems Inc. wires a fiber optic cable running from
the Arts Complex to the Fieldhouse.
·
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COME JOIN THE BEST·RUN STUDENT
ORGAIZATION ON CAMPUS. THERE'S
SO MUCH TO DO AND SO MUCH FUN
TO HAVE! JOIN CAB NOW!

GET INVOLVED NEXT SEMESTER!

•
•

OVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIE

All movies are FREE to
students, and are shown _in the
Student Activities Center
{WILD PIZZA)
r , .. <Jt 7 & 9 pm unless no.t ed .. _·

.
•

AH_IHNOC,EHT _ M~K.~.
THURSDAY, NOV.. 29

Comin(C Attraetions:
MAFIA SPEAKER:

'

PRAltCER

Dan Moldea

12 & 3 pm, SATURDAY, DEC.1 ·
·oVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIE

COMING SOON
CAB PRESENTS FOLKSINGER

•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Ri.e k Ben.nett

_The UCF Orchestra and Ballet Orlando proudl~ present

•

Wednesday, ·November 28
@ THE WILD PIZZA 10:4SAM TO
12:451.!M

•

Don't miss this exciting insider's look .at organized crime.
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 28@ 8 PM STlJDENT CENTER AUDITORIUM

fl

,

.

:~~q'he.1·2f.utorac/(er r.Baffet

.

,. ,·

Student Center Auditorium Sunday December 2 · Shows at 2 & 7 pm
Free tickets available at Kiosk with Student ID
NOTE: all CAB events are FREE to UCF students, with validated ID, unless otherwise noted.

m•

To get the latest on events, call
the CAB Hotline: UCF•~UCF.
r.i
To get involved with CAB, call the ·
Student Center: UCF•2633.
"""'"'"""..._ ....
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HOLIDAY

SALE

UNIVERSITY

SALE DATES NOVEMBER 26TH-30TH
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BOOKSTORE
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OFF*
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ALL UCF LOGO ITEMS
BOOKSTORE SALE HOURS
MON.&TUES.
8:30AM - 7:00PM r
WED. -FRI.
8:30AM - 5:00PM

FIVE DAYS ONLY

*EXCLUDING BOOKS & CONSIGNMENT ITEMS

COUPONS AND DISCOUNT
CARDS NOT REDEEMABLE

•
•,
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Daytona Beach
campus
.
gets funds for nursing chair
-

by Chris Marlin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

UCFs Daytona Beach campus will soon
receive more than $1 million for an emi1wnt
scholar chair in nursing education.
Eminent chair scholars are endowments
that fund the work of outstanding faculty;
scholars and researchers in the State Univer-.
sity System. _
The Bert Fish Foundation, named afterVolusia County judge Bert . Fish, promised
$600,000 for the endowed chair, which will be
matched with $425,000 from the state.
The state money comes from a program designed to promote public/private partnerships
in higher education.
The Daytona Beach campus will work with
Daytona Beach Community College and Bethune-Cookman College to coordinate new
nursing programs at the three institutions.
"As medicine becomes more complex, nurs·es
who are central to medical care-giving must
become more thoroughly schooled in the technology and treatment-based changes that occur
daily," William Schildecker, a physician on the
board of the Bert Fish Foundation, said in the
Nov. 14 issue of The UCF Report.
According to Schildecker, there may be 20
percent fewer educated nurses in the 1990s
than will be needed.
UCF President Dr. Altman was unavailable

for comment at press time.
But when Altman announced the establishment of the chair, he said, "The chair holder will
take the lead -in developing a curriculum that
integrates the nursing programs of UCF at
Daytona and Daytona Beach Community College.
_
_
·
"Likewise, area hospitals will be able to enlist
the chair's services in identifying and setting up
courses that best meet the professional and
continuing education needs of their nurses."
Altman also told The UCF Report the chair
holder will "perform research, engage in scholarly work in the field of nursing, seek to attract
· students into nursing careers and structure
scholarship and internship programs for degree-seeking nursing students at UCF-Daytona
·
-BeaGh."
The current UCF nursing chair, Dr. Jean
Kijek, said satellite campuses in nursing education are not unusual, and at UCF, they are an
integral part of the total department.
''This endowment will allow us to explore
ways we can improve and enhance learning in
tense clinical decision-making situations,"
Kijek said.
The eminent scholar chair is funded by an
initial donation of$100,000, with the additional
$500,000 paid in five yearly installments from
the foundation.

see NURSING page 4

Flasher stalk& campus parking lot
by Mary Watkins
STAFF REPORTER

UCF police are searching
for a flasher.
A female UCF student said
she was returning to her car
about 3:15 p.m. Nov. 14. when
· she saw a man wandering between the cars in parking lot
G-7 near the Education Building.
She said she did not think

Suzanne Lake/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTU RE:

sP1KE1

Alex Mullen, a senior majoring in communication, returns a spike
anything of it.
follow her.
in a volleyball game during Dormites Day, Nov. 18.
"He looked real~y cleanThe victim said she feels
cut," she said.
security should be improved in
The woman said he stood · thatlotuntilthemaniscaught BAND
body hurt us," she said.
between two cars in broad because the lot is so far from
Band members said. the
daylight and exposed his geni- any building.
burglary· dampened the exFROM PAGE 1
tals to her and asked her to
hilaration of the team win.
"I would have had to run so
engage in oral sex.
"It was such a good game
far," she said, if the man would
"I don't.think it was so much
-~run . ... I walked have chased her.
the money as the fact some- and then we came in and a girl
quickly to~got in and . 'l'he victim-tel~e body had riffled through their said $60 was· missing," said
locked the door," -she said.
man wore a white T-shirt ana--purses and bags," she said. . Danielle Williams, a member
She said the man continued navy jogging shorts, and did
''While we were out busting of the band's dance group, The
to yell obscenities but did not not have books or a backpack. our butts for the team, some- Starlet Knights.

Shaw's Garage, 18515 E.
• CAB MUSIC
The Campus Activities Highway 50 in Bithlo.
The wildlife Christmas will
Board will sponsor singer
RuthKingat9p.m. Tuesday in also feature Santa, Mrs.
the SAC (Wild Pizza). She Claus, Santa's elves, his Florperforms a variety of musical ida deer, wild animal tours of
styles, including jazz, rhythm Back to Nature, Tiger Eye
and blues and pop. Free pop- Productions' big cats, clowns,
corn will be served to the first flea market booths, live music,
200 people. Bring a valid stu- antique cars, a garage sale,
UCF artists and refreshment
dent ID.
Folk singer Rick Bennett stands.
will perform between 10:45
The p~blic can "Do the Wild
, a.m. and 12:30 p.m. Nov. 28 in Thing and Adopt-a-Wild-One"
the Wild Pizza.
for Christmas gifts. Adoptive
parents will receive a frameable photo, a certificate of
• STOCKBROKER JOB
F.N. Wolf & Co. Inc., from adoption and a bioITTaphy of
New York City, will interview the adopted animal.
The donation of garage sale
Nov. 29 on campus for entry
level account executives and items is also needed. Arrangestockbrokers. Interested stu- ments for donations can be
dents should contact the place- made by calling Heidi Higdon
at 568-5138 or 366:1394: ·
ment office for information.
The company has offices in
Back to Nature Wildlife
Virginia, North Carolina, Refuge Inc. is a treatment and
California, Texas, Georgia, rehabilitation refuge for wild
Florida and Louisiana.
land animals. The refuge is
licensed by the state and federal governments, but is
• TOYS FOR TOTS
The UCF bookstore is spon- funded solely through private
soring a "T.oys for Tots" toy donations. It is the largest
drive in cooperation with the rehabilitat~on center in CenU.S. -Marine Corps. Anyone tral Florida that cares for all
wishing to donate . toys can wildlife species, except for sea
place them in a box in the book- animals.
store lobby until Dec. 14.
• SUPPORT GROUP
The Sanford Parkinson's
•WILDLIFE FESTIVAL
A flea market and wildlife Support Group announces its ·
festival for the Back to Nature inaugural meeting, from 11
Wildlife Refuge will be held a.m. to noon Nov. 29 at Central
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Dec.1 at Florida Regional Hospital,

1401 W. Seminole Blvd., Sanford.
Information about coping
with Parkinson's Disease will
be shared. The support group
wili meet from 11 a.m. to noon
·every other Thursday at Central Florida Regional Hospi~al.
The meetings are free and
open to the public.
The meeting will be facilitated· by Marie J. Lozano,
M.D., who is affiliated with
Central Florida Psychiatric
Associates and serves as clinical director for Women's Issues Program, HCA West
Lake Hospital. Also in attendance will be Bhupinder S.
Mangat, M.D., and Sampathkumar Shanmugham, M.D.,
affiliated with Central Florida
Regional Hospital in Sanford.
For more information, contact Lozano at 679-8004, Mangat and Shanmugham at 3211080; or West Lake Hospital at
·262-2230.

Prosperity Plus seminars and
their cassettes, including
"Laughter Heals," "Integrity
Workshop" and "Signs & Wonders."
Topics included in the workshop will be goal setting, forgiveness, commitment, tithing
and integrity.

• NEED AN ELF?
Winter· Park Memorial
Hospital's Home Health division·is offering "Elves Are Us"
.this holiday season. This service will help those who need
help with Christmas tree
setup, trimming trees and
taking them down.
"Elves Are Us" will work
like this: an elf will be sent to
your home to set up the tree,
string-the lights and trim the
tree. After Christmas, the elf
will return to take down the
tree, pac'k the trimmings and
place live trees on the curb to
be taken away.
Donations for "Elves Are
Us" will benefit Senior Serv• PROSPERITY PLUS
ices at Winter Park Memorial
The Unity Church of Chris- Hospital. The cost for the servtianity will present a "Prosper- ice will depend on the sfae of··
ity Plus" workshop from 7 p.m. the tree and the trimming
to 10:30 p.m. Nov. 29 at the work involved.
church, 5162 Pope Rofid,
For more information or to .
Orlando. The workshop will be reserve an elf, call 657-7335.
conducted by Edwene Gaines
and Bert Carson, co-directors
ofThe Masters School on Look- • IT'S BETTER TO GIVE
·... than to receive. So give
out Mountain, Mentone, Alabama.
· some of your time to the VolunThe two are known for their teer Center of Central Florida.
1

i .• i.
1
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Volunteers are needed for
many activities and programs:
•American Cancer Society
needs help in Winter Park
thrift shop with sales and inventory.
• Green-Up Orlando needs
volunteers to plant trees and
shrubs in an ongoing series of
planting projects.
•Civic Theatre of Central
Flo;ridais lookingfor a group to
adopt a show. The group would
hell? usher, build sets, sell tickets and confirm reservations.
•Back to School Program, a
year-round program, needs
help in providing 20,000 lowincome kids with clothing and
school supplies.
• Meals On Wheels needs
help stuffing.Christmas stockings Nov. 27 and 28.
• Crystal Lake Supportive
Environment needs volunteers to visit with mentally
handicapped residents and to
assist in special activities.
• Ezekiel's Mission needs
people to help serve meals to
the elderly from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m ..
• American Heart Associa.
tion needs volunteers to file
and stamp brochures.
• Humana Hospital needs
volunteers in all areas.
For information or for other
volunteer opportunities, -contact the Vohinteer Center at
896-0945 and ask for the
Young Volunteers in Action
Program.
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Winning poster: hand over car keys at parties
Peter Wengert advances to nation~! "Know When Tc:>
Say When" contest after winning 1st place on campus

\Yhcn you love yourself as much as you Jove your friends

know when to say when
•

The competition was held in conjunction with the National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week . .
After winning the first-place prize in
Wengert, , 1a college student/busia "Know When To Say When" campus nessman, is also the creator of Campus
poster contest, a UCF student's poster Media Group Inc.-a flier-printing
is being forwarded to a national con- operation run by college students to
test:
battle tuition costs.
Peter Wengert, a junior finance
'We work on and off campus and
major, received a $500 award with his have 10 clients right now," he said.
first place in the Campus Poster ConThe concept of Wengert's winning
test, sponsored by Wayne Densch Inc. poster, "the Ke)rmaster," goes back to
His winning .en try will go on to California, where he lived before comcompete in the Second Annual "Know ing to UCF.
'There, the idea of keymaster, the
When To Say When" poster competition Nov. 30, when a grand prize schol- person you hand your car keys to when
arriving at a party, is much more adarship .of $5,000 will be awarded.
What is being sought in the competi- vanced than here in Florida," he said.
Wengert tool5. that idea and used it to
tion are the best poster concepts that
creatively express the ·need fo'r respon- develop his poster. He received help
sible drinking among college students, from students Richard Aquilar, Vinaccording to Debbie Kirby, Wayne cent Catanzaro, Tania Ortiz and Una
Densch spokeswoman.
Sheridan.
by Frank Duque

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

NURSING

Nursing."
That center will conduct research
FROM PAGE3
resulting in improved ways to teach the
'We have already begun scouting practical applications of nursing.
This eminent scholar chair in the
the nation, il).formally, in an attempt to.
find the scholar," Kijek said. "But once College of Health and Professional
the formal process begins, it will take Studies is UCFs ninth funded or
us aboll:t a year to settle on one person. pledged endowed chair.
"In the interim, the interest from the
Some informatwn used in this armoney already deposited will pe used ticle was obtained. from the Nov. 14
to pay consulting costs in the develop- issues of The UCF Report and The
ment of The Center for Innovative Orlando SentineL

Avoid a disaster - Appoint a Keymaster
At your next social function the keyrnastcr will collect all keys at the door. .
At the end of the night he willJelease the keys to sober designated.drivers and
ensure a ride home for those unable to drive.
Peter Wengert's winning poster in the "'Know When to Say When" campus poster
contest reminds drinkers and partiers to: "Avoid a disaster-Appoint a keymaster."

VANESSA LEARNED
HOW TO POP AWHEELIE
AT CAMP CHALLENGE.
Florida's Easter Seal Camp
for children and adults with disabilities
~~ , fishing
, friendship
swimmjng • nature trail
•andmore
1 . •archery

lir" ..

FREE! . FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE!
Information about how to get EXTRA MONEY
t hroug·h private scho I arsh i p sources.
Please call or write today for your free
information!!!
~~
ADVANCED TU I TION ASS I STANCE
1 1 0 W. J as m in e
Lehigh Acres FL. 33936
Phone(813)368-7611 Fax (813)368-6889

Call (904) ~83-4711 for summer camp info 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

TERM PAPERS TYPED
$2.ZS/page
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•
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We

(double-spaced 8 corrected)

make cuts

%4-HOUR SERVICE
(or better!)

•

1ike these

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ TliE WRlTE IMAqE _ _ _ _ _ __

everyday.

•

FAX· 678--4751

•
Career Opp~rtunities
If what ·happened on your inside .

Internal Revenue Service

happened on your outside,
would you still smoke?

The Internal Revenue Service, Jacksonville District, is accepting applications for tbe position of Revenue Officer, a professlonal career position iri the Collection Division involving
extensive independent public contact and field investigative/
collection work.
Positions are available throughout the Jacksonville District;
officec: ar~ located in Tainpa. Orlando, Longwood, St.
Pete1.,burg, Panama City, Pensacola, Tallahassee,
Gainesvllle, Lakeland, Melbourne, Ocala, Daytona Beach and
Jacksonyllle.

•

Quallflcatlons:

Beeause life h the
greatest gift

iltlllil ltl ltl lfJll
.~!flGREEK COR~ERf::·

llltllfflilflfttl

If you have received, or expect to receive by December 31,
1990, a bachelor's degree in any major, with an overall GPA
of 3.5 (all 4 years) or In the top 10% of your graduating
class. you are eligible and qualify for a GS-7, with a starting
salary of approximately $21,000 and automatic noncompetitive promotion in one year to GS-9. salary of approximately $25,700.
If you are interested in applying, please visit our open house
at the following location and time:

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
STUDENT CENTER, ROOM 211
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1990
7:00 pm to 9:00 pm
..--~--

-Pl~~se bring a complete college transcript if available (If n.ot.
you will have addition al time to provide this).

The IRS is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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$19.95 PERM OR
BODY WAVE

1

I
(RECULAR $24.95-$29.95)
: . . : ~:.::.~ ~Li!:IR I
I . CUT NOT INCWDl!D.
I
I APPT. RF.COMMENDED. WALK11-IS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY I

$6.95 HAIRCUT

I

(REGULAR$7.95)
NO APPOINTMENT

through Dec. 15, 1990

: GA:o.<1~1990 .: ~
I~
L_ -

-

-

.·i·- ~
-

We don't
make cuts

NECESSARY
ALL HAIR LENGHTS.
Good

•

like these
everyday.

.. -1
-

_ _J

An honest haircu t at an hoaest price"

•
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6 vandalisms in 6 days apparently not unusual
both sides of a truck parked in lot T- notice the damage to my car," Taylor than 400 pounds.
said.
"What kills me is it probably took
400 behind the bookstore.
"It was a brand new truck, not- a
UCF maintenance Supervisor Bob several people to carry it, and no one
Six vehicles were vandalized and scratch on it," UCF junior John Al- Vincent said someone accidentally cut saw them," Fletcher said.
off lights in the lot during construction
burglarized in UCF parking lots in six caraz said.
"After tearing up the bike, why take
the time to put a can underneath the
days, according to UCF police.
UCFpolice estimated the damage to of the Arts Complei.
"They were back on the next day," kickstand to hold it up?" Fletcher
UCF Sgt. Sandra McClendon said it be $450, but Alcaraz said a new paint
Vincent said.
is not strange for so much vandalism to job will cost him $800.
asked. "It was definitely weird."
Richard Fletcher, a UCF senior, said
Upon returning to his car after an
"Weird" was also the response of
occur within a short time. McClendon
he parked his Night senior Betty Jean Roberts, who resaid more people are reporting inci- evening UCF volleyHawk motorcycle in turned to her Volkswagon Rabbit at
dents instead of letting them go.
ball game Nov. 10,
the ROTC dirt parking 12:30 a.m. Nov.11 and realized her
"People are realizing that UCF does Daniel Taylor, 24,
lot at 10 a.m. Nov. 14. bumper was missing.
not have to be an environment where found the roof of his " UCF does not
He said when he
"It wasn't even in good condition,"
nothing is being done," McClendon car caved in.
have to be an envireturned to his motor- Roberts said.
"I saw footprints
said.
cycle at 7 p.m, -it was
On Nov. 9, someone stole a compact on my trunk," Taylor ronment where
Roberts said she was attending a
gone.
He
reported
it
disc player, 10 compact discs, a cassette said.
at the Wild Pizza and had parked
party
nothing is being
stolen.
tape player, an amplifier, a speaker
UCF police reher car in lot C behind the Student
and a pair ofsunglasses from a car in lot ported that someone done."
About . 11 :30 p.m., Center.
E-2 near CEBA II . .
intentionally damA car dealer estimated the bumper
• Sgt. Sandra McClendon UCF police found the
Police estimated the value of stolen aged the hood and roof
UCF Police Depanment motorcycle in the arbo- to cost $210.
property to be $2,325.
of Taylor's car.
retum woods on its
Michele Eck, also a senior, parked in
kickstand supported lot G-6 near the Humanities and Fine
Police said the lock 011 the passenger
Taylor said he
parked his car in lot G-3 near the by a beer can. Police· said the motor- Arts Building about 7 p.m. Nov. 14.
door was punched out with a tool.
The car owner, Lee Cheng, parked at Education Building about 7:30 p.m. He cycle was scratched up and the seat
She returned 45 minutes later and
about 10:45 a.m. and did not return to said he was surprised there were no torn.
her license plate was missing.
Fletcher · said the steering w.as
the car until about 6:10 p.m.
lights in the lot.
Police estimated the tag to be worth
"It was so dark in the lot I did not locked and the motorcycle weighs more about $30.
Also on Nov. 9, someone _scr~tched
by Mary Watkins

STAFF REPORTER
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Blow Off Some Steam!

----·

We're talking about
condoms.
And we're talking
about AIDS.
If you're not sharing
needles with infected
drug user's, there's one
other way you can get
A!DS, and that's sex.
Because when passed
into the bloodstream by
semen, anybody is
vulnerable to the virus.
There are no vaccines
against AIDS. There are
no cures for it.
And if you get, you'll
likely die.
So if you choose io
have sex, be sure to
carry condoms and tell
your partner to use
them.
Let's face it if a womar.
doesn't lock out for
herself, ~·ow can she be
sure anyo~e else will?
And if he
soys no,
so .c an you.

• Earn holi~ay cash
(well above minim um wage)
. • Make lots of new friends
• Enjoy park, food & merchandise discounts
FOOD SERVICE
MERCHANDISE

OPERATIONS
TICKET SELLERS

I

Apply in person during our regular hours
9:~0 am - 4:30 pm.

Sea World
Employment Center
7007 Sea World Drive
Orlando

Sea\\'Orld
We Are fin Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V

.Don't
go out
·without
your
rubbers. -

Al Os

~

1

"""

If you think you
can't get it you're
dead wrong.

I
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•
•

•

Andrew Schmidt

This untitled photo took 2nd place in the art category.

"The Birth of Light" won 1st place in the photo contest art category.
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Knight Rock Top Five

Bret Kane

The Week In Concerts .

Wednesdau. Nov. 28

Friday, Nov. 30

The Beacham Theatre
The
"princes
of
·polyester," Love Gods in features hard industrtal
Leisure Suits and cosmic Skinny Puppy with Tank
Adventures in Mortality Hogg; 46 N. Orange Ave.,
land at Club Spacefish; 70 Orlando. 425-4938.
N. Orange Ave.: Orlando.
839-0457.

Saturday, Dec. 1

Tickets
are
still
available
for
Alabama
at
Thursday, Nov. 29
New Orleans blues the Orange County
band Quasi-Mojo jams at Convention Center at all
the Blue Note; 54 N. TicketMaster outlets; 9800
Orange Ave.,
843-3078.

Orlando.
.

International
Drive,
Orlando. 345-9800.

Fifth Column just
IAO (It's all over) and
Melbourne
group released its debut album
Euthansia are "meatier and Getting Red is getting
progressive"
band~ ready to release an album
according to Delores who but neither are too busy to
booked them at The play at The Filling
Filling Station; 10149 Station.
, Progressive rock bands
University Blvd., Orlando.
Tactile Cinema and
677-7200.
Gothic punk band Subject take the stage at
Allen Sex Fiend comes to Club Spacefish;70 N.
the Beacham Theatre;46 Orange Ave., Orlando. 839N. Orange Ave., Orlando. 0457.
425-4938.

Jazz
trumpeter,
Longlneu Parsons graces
the stage at th€ Blue
Note;54 N. Orange Ave.,
Orlando.·843-3078.

Monday, Dec. 3

Hardcore Apopka band
Solid Answer plays The
Filling Station's metal ·
and hard-core night.

•

for the week ending Nov. 26, 1990

•
Alternative
1. "Close To Me ..
The Cure
·2. "1'he Only One I Know"
The Charlatans U.K.
3. "4th of July"
Gala:x:ie 500 .
4. "Commercial Rain"
Inspiral Carpets
5. "Moon Goddess"
Buck Pets

Metal
1. "Seasons in the Abyss ...
Slay~r

2. "Cracked Brain"
Destruct~on

3. "Lunatic Parade"
Exodus
4. "Troops of Doom"
Sepultura
5. "Daylight Dawning"
Coup De Grace

•
When to listen ~ ..
... the Knight Rock Schedule

Monday-Thursday: Knight Rock is on 11 p.m.-4 a.m.
(alternative rock 2rogramrning)
Friday: 11 p.m. to midnight. Nothing but local Florida
alternative music, and then alternative rock all night
until 6 a.m.
Saturday: Six hours of pure debauche:ry! Midnight t9 6
am. is Midnight Metal ... The WI!v?J> radio DESTROYER!!!
Sunday: Midnight to 4 a.m ... LD's Industrial Fest-the_::
best in industrial music.

89.9 FM

,,

•

'

) ...

·~
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by Kathrjn Crosby

These cats aren't your ordinary
domestic breed. The five members
of Schrodinger's Cat are radical
felines with a message in their
music.
While Schrodinger's Cat is new
to the Central Florida local band
scene, they have a strong following
in north Florida. The members of
the band call St. Augustine home,
buttheyplayregularlythroughout
the South, from Atlanta to Tampa.
Bryan Upchurch leads the band
on vocals, Max Usina plays bass,
Jim Long plays guitar· and Jim
Kopp rounds out the group on
drums.
Schrodinger's Cat started out
as a punk band, b1ut after it started
fi?ding success, its music began to
change. Now the band members
call their music a mixture of jazz,
punk, southern rock and rock 'n'
roll.
While its musica:l style
encompasses a variety of tastes,
there is a concurrent theme to the
band's songs. Most of the lyrics
nave a so~ial and political
message.
"Don't Want to Be a Politician"
and "I Voted Republican"
denounce politics a;nd the
Republican Party. The group also.

GOOD THROUGH 12/24/90
CUSTOM DESIGN

JEWELRY

•

I

its liberal vjews on
censorship in "Barricade."
But perhaps the band'd favorite
opinion to express is that of distaste
for the "redneck" population.
The "Cowboy Song" can be
mistaken for a country tune at first,
but after a few melodious twangs, the
group bursts into a blindingly fast
punk rock frenzy and the lyrics
change into a strong "redneck"
bashing session.
And then there's the Schrodinger's
Cat rendition of Lynnard Skynnard's "Sweet Home Alabama." Of course,
Upchurch has changed the words a
bit to suit his needs: "Somebody
kicked my dog named Elvis... I'm
gonna find out just who the hell it
was!"
Upchurch insists that. though the
band has strong messages in. its
music, it is not trying to cram its
opinions down anyone's throat. · ~
"We don't want to change the
world,
we're just making
obseivations," says Upchurch.
Ifyoumissedtheshowbutwantfo
part-ake of Schrodinger's experience,
you might catch the band in Orlando
at The Filling Station, or you could
·just mosey on over to the local music
store and pick up the cassette,
simply named "Schrodinger's Cat."
Or you may choose to eagerly
await the group's new cassette,
Schrodqiger'sCatII,maybeonmusic
store shelves in time for that perfect
Christmas gift.
·
Schrodinger's Cat held a·concert recently at The Filling S~ation .

REPAIRS

DANIEL'S JEWELRY
4913 E. COLONIAL DR. ORLANDO, FL 32803
(407) 896-5900
HOURS: MON"'.SA"t. 10 AM-5:30 PM
.!.

I.ii
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New procedures beginning in 1991 require that the following
paid student positions in wucr-FM be opened for competition
annually:
Operations Manager (Personnel)
operations Manager (Traffic)
Production Coordinator
Music Librarian (Classical)
Music Librarian (Jazz)
Music coordinator (Knight Rock)
News Personnel Manager
Sports Coordinator
.
coordinator - University Public Affairs
Applications for these paid positions will be accepted until
December 6th.
Duties will begin on January 3, 1991.
Incumbents
are invited to apply.
Applications may be picked up in the
WUCF-FM reception area (LI~ 107) or in the School of
communication (FA 534).
A committee composed of the WUCF-FM
Director of Cultural and Educational Programming, the Director of
student Programming, and ~he School of ~ommun~cation Facu~ty
Liaison will review and, if necessary, interview the applicants.
Their recommendations will be forwarded to the General Manager
who will be responsible for the final selection.
A description of the positions and ~he d~ties are also
available at WUCF-FM and the School of Communication.

\W&~rHJJEifil/Wlfil1YIEifil
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BRING THIS COUPON IN
AND ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL
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3440 Goldenrod Rd. - Wint~r Park, FL 32792 - (407) 671-5585
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MOVIE RENTALS
on all category movies
for a limited time at
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FloridaJ,>IRG. trying to clean up state's beaches
Environmentai ·group
-~ets ·s~ghts
. on offshore drilling~ toxic poliution, pesticides and global warming
.
. .

.
.
by Sandra Karr
Shores Campaign." The main spill could
a
objective .of tpis campaign is cause .
st~te
"Whoo! I· caug·~t · an to ~nsure .that President complete
awesome tube .ride qn. that Bush · keeps ·his platform penetration
last set of w~ves!" yelps a promise
to
be
the of the Gulf
\
California surfer to a .fellow "environmental president."
shores.
water worshipper as he
•Oil spills
The campaign ~s ~orking
paddles back out beyond the toward a rigid legislature would cause
Hunington Beach Pier ocean that would provide Florida destnictioon
break at early dawn.
with a lOO'!"mile permanent of .an area of
"Hey man, what's · this protection zone . around its dea_d · coral
slime action floating in the borders known as the "Ocean reefs known
as the Florwater? And what's the deal Protection Act."
with the dirty, gritty taste in
On June 26, Bush ordered ida Middle
my mouth?" bellows . the a .IQ-year delay on offsh~re Grounds.
\
This coral
fellow surfer.
oil drilling for 14 million
"Dude ... It sure ain't salt acres of ocean off tile Florida reef serves as
.,
water."
. Keys. Before this decision, a prominent
Hunington Beach, Calif., Florida PIRG fought' for and fish breeding
and
is the "surfing capital of ~he ·won three consecutive one.., area
~world. " but it became the site ye~. oil. drilling bans for the would take
_ 200 years to
of world .focus for another, Keys.
Whether or not President Bush's
The entire area f ro11 Naples to
less popular reason March 7. . Bush's 10-year ban is a replace if
announcement means the cancelPensacola47.5
IA illio1 acresThe oil tanker · the · definitive step, bnt it is only a destroyed.
lation of the 73 existing leases In
... is being offered as "Sale #137."
American Trader · ·split a temporary solution to what
•
The
this area Is 11nclear.
three-foot hole in its hull by could become ·a ·permanent, · Apalachicola
••••• The Ocean Protection Act
The waters wit hi• 10.36 JR ile~ of
running over its anchor while · irreversible problem.
· Bay oyster
would provide permanent protecthe coast Is the area of the state
mooring to unload cargo.
'This ban covers only the beds and the
iion within 100 miles of the
drilling b11 wo1 by PIRG.
coast.
- The accident let 400 Florida Keys, roughly Big Bend sea
milliop. gallons of crude oil everything · south of the 26 grass beds
be This graph is taken from The Report of Florida PIRG,.vol. 6, No. 2.
escape from the ruptured degree latitude matk. would
hull only one mile off However, it does nothinp; to depleted.
These beds serve as a ,~~--.~~~~~~~~-=--~~~~~~~~~prqtect tl)e areas north of the
Hunington Beach.
This incident is becoming 26 'degre~ latitude mark, an primary food source for 80
an all too familiar scenario area that includes . 47.5 percent of marine life in the
CARING ·FRIENDS
fo~ the coa~tlines of our million acres' of Gulf Coast Gulf of Mexico.
PREG-NANCY COUNSELING
countzy. The . · fact .s tands territory.
There appears to
a
t _1771 N. Semoran Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32807
. solid: If we don't
definite conflict in
(Licensed by the State of Florida)
become active voters .
what Bush, the U.S.
Free Pregnancy Tests, ·
and citizens, the
governmet;lt and the
Counseling,
"The energy of the
s,t ate of rloriaa desire
shores and oceans of
Adoption, if desired.
Florida have a slim
' to do about , the·
student movement
·COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL
chance of survival.
Q.ilemmaofoffshoreoil
Donna Littlefield, R.N.
(407) 658-1818,
Florida PlR.G (Pllblic ·
drilling.
is ·what ·.helped to ·
Interest Research ·
The cliche "Actions
\~~:::=:===================================::::;/~
Group)
is
an
speak louder than
create PIRGs."
words" is applicable to
organization quite
active in the salvation
this situation. If Flor'1da citizens unite, we
and the future of
-Cord Grote
Florida's coastlines.
can be a strong force in
determining the future
Florida PIRG was
D'irector
of our shores. ·
established in 1970
Florida PIRG
Cord
Grote
with the intent of
encourages student
setting and achieving
involvement: "The
concrete goals 'for its
This unprotected area is energy of the student
environmental campaigns
such as offshore oil drilling, open ganie for interested oil movement is what helped to
toxic pollution, pesticid~s companies, artd it has create PIRGs. The dedication
become known · by the of its memb(}rs is what has .
and global warming.
that college degree. You'll discover that you can grad.,.
Since 1970, numerous Department of Interior as helped save ourbeaches and
uate with a commission as an Air Force officer, ready to
· :
· oceans this far."
PIRGs have sprouted up "Sale #137."
take your skills into laser, satellite or other technologies.
_Corde Grote, director of
To find .· out . more
_throughout the United
Call
States, allowing the energy of the Florida PIRG, in Winter -information about the "Save
its efforts to spill over and Park, points' out that oil Our Shores Campaign" or to
·DEPT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
form a nationwide network in drilling on the Gulf Coast has become an active member of
407-275-2264
three pote_ntia1 dangers: ·
the staff, contact Cord Grote
1980.
--- .._.
----Florida PIRG's current
•Gulf Coastline beaches at the Florida PIRG office,
Suite
campaign of interest in the are soft sugar sand beaches 3001 A)oma Ave.,
-------..u::;....
>
area of offshore drilling is and are less resistant to oil #207, Winter Park, Fla:.
~~~:.._..
F'
known as the "Save Our absorption: the~efore, an 'oil 327 .10, or call 678-_5561.
'
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Leadership Excell~nce Starts Here

At the back doo
Wednesday Nites
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COMICS
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PAINTBALL
SUPPLIES
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rR OLE PLAYING
GAMES
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2 .for 1 admission w/this ad

0

FREE BUD DRAFT TILL MIDNIGHT
$1.50 KAZI &SEX ON THE BEACH
:+/$6 ~ ~-·......__............_........_....___
.,
~ $1.SODRINKS

IN THE UC6 PLAZA
ACBOSS FROM UCF

(407)823-7246
82-DRAGN

9p.m. • 2a.m.

5100 Adanson Street, Orlando
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Don't Forget to Vote for the Senators Running in
Your.College. All you need is a Student I.D . .!!

Election ,T imes:

GET OUT AND -VOTE !! !

9
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List qualifications
when applying for
SG job placement
Yep, 'tis the season for politicians. Christmas season nears, and so does the new elections for Studel).t
Gi:Nernment.
l!opefully, students will not be blinded by shopping fever and forget to pick out their candidates.
To make the voting even more interesting, consider the fact that so much of ahub-ba-lu was created
about the last election tha,t UCF has decided to put an
advertisement in The Orlando Sentinel for the position of"coordinator of administrative services."
That's right! UCF is looking for a paid official to
oversee SG.
The position was listed between t4e advertisement for decorator and counselors in the professional
section in the want ads.
Perhaps this position is slightly less important
than a decoratoi: and slightly more important than
counseling, but that is' doubtful. Apparently, the
person can make between $21,660 and $39,000. This
is an awfully wide range.
This range was probably given to attract a wide
variety of candid~tes. Imagine it, you apply for the
position expecting about $30,000 and you are told
that Joe Shmo will take the position for $25,000.
What is one to do,with the recessiqn and all?
The position is looking for someone full time, who
will be "primarily responsible for managing fiscal
and administrative operations of Student Government which allocates a $1 .8 million activity and service fee ... "
Levester Tubbs is the head of Student Affairs.
There must be more affairs now than in the pa'st.
One important qualification desired is "human
relations experience." Consider the interview:
-Question: Do you have 'human relations experience'?
-Answer: Well sir, I have been living among humans for about .32 years now. I was even rais~d by a
large group of them! I think that I have learned how
to safely disguise myself enough to act_like one of
them. In fact, I currently am married to one.
Another qualification is "background in working
with students and student organizations." Here is
what Joe Shmo says:
-Yes sir, I have dealt with students and
organizations extensively. I spent time managing a
bunch of them when l was principal at school. They
even claimed to like me! Yeah, and when I was in high
· school, I was part of the football team and that's
pretty organized.
With the season to decide on how much to go into
debt this year, the administration of this university
will be deciding, How much shall we pay them this
year? It is a bit odd that the university is hiring with
all the cuts in the budget, but it must be for the best.
So kiddies, don't forget to vote. Only about. a
quarter of you voted last time, and probably even
fewer will this time around. With so few.voting, your
vote will count.
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THEY ALWAYS WANT ONE
SEAT LEFT EMPlY ON
EACH SIDE Of Tlltl'1,

So l/iltCOl'IERS CAN'T SIT
10GfrntR, 8ECAUSE OHLY

SINGLE SEATS ARE LEFT.

EXCEPT foR THE. PEOPLE
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First commitment to humanity
-

Many people have read that I applied for and
received Conscientious Objector status from the
United States Coast Guard, but do not know why. My
motives for doing this were my realization of the distortion of the traditional lifesaving mission of the
Coast Guard, the Panama invasion and the Iraqi crisis.
I served two years active duty obligation and
fought a difficult war -the drug war. I have been to
the ''front lines" and have.seen what the Coast Guard
has become.
Even though the Coast Guard personnel have
fought and died in all the wars, in recent years their
role in foreign skirmishes has been stepped up. Their .
patrQl boats are now s~eing action in th,e Persian
Gulf. A Coast Guard "Coxsun" pilots the landing craft
for the U.S. Marines on the beaches.
I receive support for my decision from a wide
variety of areas. The national movement against U.S.
military involvement in the Persian Gulf is spearheaded by veterans-I repeat veterans-of many
past wars, those who have been there and speak for
their comrades who have died needlessly in past
"Naked Aggressions."
I personally would not be able to sleep at night
knowing that I participated in the murder of even one
person for a barrel of oil. As part of the 'war machine,'
I would be a supporter of such actions. Who are we
fighting here, Iraqi civilians or Saddam Hussein?
There seems to be a virtual press blackout across
the country on the actions of protest. Dozens ofresisters like myself (many of whom are imprisoned,) there
are mass desertions taking place both in America and
Iraq, as well as people committing suicide, most
recentlyat Fort Bragg.

1111\,1111111111

It was the United States and West Germany who
sold Hussein chemical weapons thr01.~ghout Iraq's
war with Iran. It was the United States that did not
step in when Hussein used these weapons on his own
people and it was the United States that tactically
went along with the invasion of Iran ten years ago.
The war in the Middle East has been going on for
the last 23 years, where has the United States been?
The United States has been quiet on all counts, and
yet we are.quick to run to the aid 'of Kuwait, a feudal
country where women are stoned to death for adultery, .c an't drive cars or swim in the same pool as men;
where bibles are forbidden and no religion save for
Islam is allowed. Could it be a ploy to pull us out of an
im·pending recession?After all, we all know that war
is a shot in the arm for a failing economy.
The citizens of the United States rightfully deserve the $30 million dollars a day that is being spent
on the Saudi Arabia build-up -literally billions of
dollars that could ·be used to revamp our poor educational system, shelter the homeless, repair our crumbling infrastructure; etc ... We need to m~ke a real
investment in the future of America rather than in
some war for vested interests and cheap oil.
One thing I have learned in the past months is
what commitment to an ideal means. And no matter
what, my first commitment will always be to serve
humanity.
Tom Cullerton is an education major.

socially troubled environment, we
Editor:
believe that articles like the Nov.
The recent changes at WUCF 20 staff editorial about El Salvaare not necessarily for the better; dor, distort the reality of what the
they just show WUCF is still avoid- real situation is, as well as confuse
ing reality.
the American public.
Student control will still not
We are aware that American
exist. Yes, at WUCF, the students aid is a vital element in the ecoare children, not mature enough to nomic and political subsistence in
run a radio station. Wise up! Most the country, but we think that it is
college stations in the country are unfair that the entire country
totally run by college students, should pay for the crimes commiteven the programming.
ted by a group whose identity is
Why is UCF any different? still a mystery.
Maybe because UCF doesn't trust
First, the Jesuit priest killed
or respect its students. Well, I do ·were widely known for their atknow that UCF's children could tachment to Guerrilla and Comrun a station much better than the munist groups. Instead of assumcurrent staff. Face reality. Only ing their religious role, they prewith student control can WUCF ferred to use their image to imtruly represent UCF.
plant revolutionary ideas against
our democratic government.
John Drum
This ·does not mean that the
liberal studies crime was just; on the contrary, we
are in favor of prosecuting and
• AMERICAN AID NEEDED
punishing the perpetrators. How-Editor:
ever, a drastic act.ion like limiting
We feel sincerely hurt and the U.S. aid to .. El Salvador, stopdisappointed about how much ping the shipments of coffee and
damage a person can do, by ex- other measurements is unfair.
pressing an 9pinion about something they know nothing about.
Salvador Bolarws
Having been born and raised in
Wilfredo Salinas
a country tom by a politically and
engineering

• REALI.TY CHECK
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•
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• A WORLD TERRORIST

Editor:
While the Persian Gulf crisis
remains unresolved, it has already produced its ~€st clear-cut
winner, a world terrorist named
Hafez Assad, the president of
Syria. This well known terrorist
killed over 30,000 ofhis compatriots in the two Syrian cities of
Homs and Hama.
For the last 16 years he has
been massacring Lebanese by
waging a war by proxy, gradually
digesting and annexing Lebanon
while the whole world remains
silent and indifferent to the plight
of the victimized Lebanese.
Unfortunately, his strategy of
international terrorist has paid
off when this American administration made him an offer he
could not refuse: a free nand in
Lebanon providing he joins the
anti-Saddam coalition in the Gulf.
If the U.S. government allows
this expansionist to complete his
cherished dream of annexing
Lebanon to Syria, then American
credibility in the Gulf will be seriously questioned.

,.
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Jade Botros
engineering
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•
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·We lcome to the golden age of consumerism
-~

Welcome to my Nightmare.
We have failed yet again to mitigate the ravages of
Read about millionaire power brokers losing their the "free market" economy. We have also failed to
shirts in ill begotten and greed influenced "invest- foresee the down turn of the economy.
"Hold on" you say,"Are we really to blame? And if
men ts."
""' Watch as Yuppie slime puppies lose the ·keys to we are, how have we done this?"
their Volvo~, Mercedes and "Beemers."
We have done this through our· incipient inclinaSee newly elected politicians sweat as the govern- tion to cqnsume for today, not looking to the future,
ment goes deeper and deeper into debt.
. and not considering the investments that we should
' Feel the squeeze on the average American as put into it. How many CD players arid VCR's do we
mortgage and credit card payments come due.
need to be truly happy? Is there a real need for fancy
Hear the anguished moans of civil servants asked foreign vehicles with high price tags? Or is the only
• to deliver.services for which their is no money.
real need the need to show others that we are superior
Watch as a country slowly suffocates itself in the by what we consume and play with, not by our accomplishments.
effiuents of the affluent.
Welcome to. a recession. .
We have also fruled by not showing ·our politicians
~
Not that we haven't'been in one for the last month. that we, as responsible citizens, demand a governAll that was needed for the recognition of this fact ment that lives within its means. By letting our
was for economists to' pronounce the 011e multi-syl- representatives legislate unrestrained we have let
1
· them enter into irresponsible policy and war makin• labic word that they all have trouble saying.
Why? Because it is the recognition that we, from· gas well as h-0t allowing thefill1ot to be 'h onest 'with
the most powerful politicians and business leaders on the electorate. .
'
'
·down to the most menial oflaborers, have failed to do.
Further, we have come to expect the benefits of the
"'"' And it is the recognition that "all the President's free-spending ways of our government, without the
planners and all the President's economists couldn't responsibility of actually having to pay for them.
hold the economy together, yet again."
By any other name, we Americans have become a
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nation of deficit spenders, willing to charge .to the
limit of our personal credit cards, drugged by the
excesses of our ways.
Meanwhile we have turned a blind eye to the
irresponsibility seen iri the spending of our national
government and in the foolish investtnents by the
businesses partaking in the Savings and Loan Disaster, the largest bank failure in history.
And now the debt has come due. While we have yet
to feel the fury offull blown recession, the first strikes
on discretionary spending is being felt throughout
.
the economy. ·
~~-it promises tq becqme wpr$e ~hen ':"e/~el the
full.impact of Georg~ Bush's llftJ~ adventur,e j n the
desert, especially when 'we start paying up ·m. terms
·
of money and lives.
So lets all buckle up and start paying for t4e
excesses of the eighties in the morning after of the
nineties. After all, you reap what you sow.

Probing the underworld of .hair care prOducts
~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

urchins. I'm talking about mutant hair shafts
the size and hardness ofknitting needles radiating straight out from their skulls in all directions. The rest of us band members lived in
fear that while we were performing 'Twist and
Shout" or, even worse, "Land ofl ,000 Dances,"
This week's Feminine Beauty .Topic For
one of their hair shafts would break loose at
Women is: Hair Care. high velocity and fly through the air with the
In terms of appearance, hair is one of the
capability of penetrating c9ncrete.
·
most important features of a woman's entire
So it's definitely important to think about
body. In a recent survey, the Gallup organizahair safety' even in the modem are, as is
' tion asked 1,500 men what part of a woman they
shown by an alarmlng Washington Times
look at first, and·they denied that they look at
article sent to me by alert reader Cathe Ballay
women at all, because their wives were standing
concerning g woman who turned her hair into
•. right next to them. But they were lying. They
a protein-based bowling ball. According to the
definitely look at women, and one of the things
article,
this woman shampooed her hair, then
they notice is hair.
put
in
conditioner,
and WHOOM, sqme kind of
''Yes, that woman probably had hair," they'll
chemical reaction occurred that caused h.er
say, if questioned.
hair to mass solidly together into what the
So proper,hair care is very iir\Portant. Whei;i . ~
article de~cribes as "a huge ball . . glommed
I say "prop_er hair care," I of course mean, "using·
together
onto tlie left side of her head.".After
powerful chemicals in an ongoing effort to make
c:::::=
many
unsuccessful
attempts· to un-ball the
your hair stop looking like your hair, which you
hair, the woman tried to have it cut off, but the
hate."
article states the SCISSORS WOULD NOT
In the early 1960s, when I was in high school,
i:::::CUT IT. This is why most reputable beauty
the primary form of feminine hair care was
experts
recommend that women who use hair
spraying it with what appeared to be fast-drying
products
should take the simple precaution of
marine shellac. Women needed industrial hair
having an abandoned coal mine on hand,
sprays back then to maintain the popular and attractive ''beehive" hairstyle, which was a tall dense a time when some women actually ironed their hair, where they can hide out for a couple of months if
mound of hair that had been teased, then sprayed with actual irons. You'd \Yalk by women's college things don't work out.
Because you never know what you're putting on
until it achieved the same luxurious natural softness dormitories, and there'd,be smoke coming out, signaling
the
dawning
of
the
Age
of
Aquarius
with
that
your
hair. I looked around my wife's bea.u ty supply as a traffic stanchion and could not be penetrated by
natural burning-hair aroma. Even today, real-estate · area ("Land ofl ,000 Bottles") and found the following
a hatchet, let alone a comb.
In fact, there was one high-school girl who had a agent~ recommend that, you enhance the atmos- phrases, which I am not making up, on her hair-care
product labels:
major beehive, and after several months she decided phere be setting fire to some hair wads.
Straight hair was also big with guys i:n the '60s. In
- "A compound sequestering reagent."
to wash it, so she broke it open, perhaps using power
- "A polymerized electrolYtic moisture potion."
tools, and inside she found a NEST OF SPIDERS. college, I played in a rockband wh()se major musical
-"Kelp."
Yes! At least that's the story I heard at Pleasantville credential was printed business cards. We felt thatit
- "A botanically fortified grap~fruit conditioner . "
High School. I checked this story out recently with was artistically important to have.long, straight hair,
Yes. A GRAPEFRUIT CONDITIONER. It is little
the highest possible authority, a woman I know so that when we got to the climatic part of "Twist and
named Susan, and she confirmed that it was true, Shout," where the lyrics are~ quote, "ah, a;h.h, ahhh, wonder we have people developing bowling balls. It's
only she had heard cockroaches. My wife, Beth, who ahhhh, AHHHHHHH shake it up BABY now," we only a matter of time before some unfortunate conis also very well-informed, says she heard it was could whip our hair around our faces in a dramatic sumer hits a certain combination of chemicals and
BIRDS. I'm confident that ifl kept asking around, I'd fashion to indicate deep emotion. Tragically, two creates AN ENTIRELY NEW LIFE FORM on her
find somebody who heard that the woman opened up · band member, Bob and Ken, had very curly hair, so head. This is why reputable manufacturers stress
her hairdo and out crawled an albino alligator from they went to the drugstore and bought hair products that before you use ANY hair-care product, no matter
that were clearly the result of chemical-warfare re- WHAT the ingredilmts, you should pay a lot of
the New York sewer system.
·
The Beehive Era was followed by the late- '60s search, and they smeared these· on thefrhair~ and in money for it.
Also, in case you're interested, you DEFINITELY
hippie-style er.a oflofty ideals such as Peace and Love several hours they were trahsformed from guys w!th
and Freedom and, above all, Straight Hair. This was curly hair to guys whose heads looked like giant sea looked better the other way.
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Delta Gamma
Anchorball was a blast! Thanks to our dates
for making our first ocean cruise unforgetable!
Pledges, study hard for your pledge test. We
can't wait for all of you to be our sisters.
Everyone, good luck on your finals!
DELTA GAMMA IS #11
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Who fumbled the turkey! Don't leave the
house without 'em. Who will be the doctor?
Ask Andy Helm about the week's activities.
There's only ()ne place to be Friday-at the 4way. After that head over to the real party in
Cocoa. Who will be G-man? Go for a
threepeat. The changing of the guard will take
place. Raise that flag but don't go under! ~ !

Kappa Sigma
Hope everyone had a great Turkey Day.
Welcome all new brothers,
we're glad to have you. Founder's Day is just
around the corner so get your money in by
Dec. 4. Redneck volleyball appears unstoppable!
Start hitting the books now for
finals week. Let's have a repeat of last fall.
Greek
Week
ain't
too
far
away .............. ....AE~B

Female, N/S wanted. Avail. immed. in
Sussex Place - 3/2. New locks, Pool,
Jacuzzi, no pets. $225 + 1/3 utilities. 2814251

For sale vuarnets (Skilynx ,;c1er-Black) retail
$110. Pert. Cond. Also Louvers from '83
280ZX. Offer. Ask for Jeff or leave msg. 6584173

F Roommate needed from Dec-Mar. For
more info. Call Jennifer at 277-8340 or Q496000

Wedding Dress-Size 8-Must See!!
Org-$900 asking $300. Call 823-9916

ASC Typing Service Reports, resumes, pro·
posals, etc ... Affordable rates. Pickup & delivery. 695-1917

Full & Part time c Juriers needed for corporate
office in downtown Orlando. Must love to ride
your bike & like being outdoors . .246-0305

Typing service 896-0044 eve 381-0132
1.25 term papers, knowledge of med. &legal
terminology and Spelling
15.00 Creation and typing of resumes
Ask for Ann Arceneaux

Companion-To share drive/expenses on trip
to NJ during XMAS & NEw yr. holidays. Nonsmoker a rnustl 240-6349

LOST-SUNGLASSES
Gold W/blue lenses. Registered.
Serial #DHIH7706 Reward 282-8183

RESUMES-Professional Writing, editing, and
typesetting services. For details, call Resume
House's 24 hour information line at 904-3716769.

LSAT specialist-begin now for Dec/Feb test
Superior results. Self-paced course.
Payment Plan
Michael Tierney, 897-3300

83 Honda Accord hatchback, 5 speed, Air.AMI
FM cassette deck. Excellent condition $3500
679-0351

Female roommate wanted own bdr $240 + 1/
3 utilities. Auvers Village on 436 avail. 12-01
call 679-1217

1982 Ford Futura 6cyl ps pb ac FM stereo 2nd
owner. 4 good tires.
$1700 or best offer (407)282-9125
80 Toyota Corolla SR'J Model AM/FM Cassette, A/C. REO-Excellent condition. RUNS
GREAT MUST SELL IMMEDIATELY. $900
080 call Cheryl 282-4487
Olds Omega 1975 Auto 8cyl
First $600 takes it 568-5409

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call'DMV Properties Inc. 657-1967.

86 Charger auto PS PB Exe. Cond. 4cyl 2dr.
Burg. Color $2495 080 249-0357

Townhouse for rent walk to UCF
212.5 garage washer/dryer 1320 sq. ft. $500/
mo leasing now 249-2246
Union Park Area duplex 2br 2ba
Children welcome
$400 per mo. $300 deposit 889-0170

Tim Webber catering is NOW HIRING!
Learn how to BARTEND and make great
extra$$$$ for CHRISTMAS II I
Call 645-2754
Don't miss this GREAT opportunity!
Bole to de Avion Ori-San Juan round tr. Salida
17Dic regreso Dic26
Pilar 933-4394 !lame collect $325.00

WORDMASTERS 277-9600
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents and resumes. Sarne
day service available. IBM/AT, WORD
PERFECT 5.0 IBM letter quality/Laser
printing.

Barbie, What do you mean I've changed?
You're really serious. It's over. Bunnie will be
happy about that. I'm meeting her parents
tomorrow. I hope you and Bobbie are happy
together. They say you always remember
your first love but sometimes love isn't
enough. Maybe all four of us can double date
at Ruth King @9prn tonight at the Wild Pizza.
Bunnie and me will be there . Hope you can
make 1t. Brett

KCO Inc WP & DP $1.25l2.50 678-6735

RPS needs PIT ~acka_ge handlers from 2-6an\
$7 per hr. Call 29?-3715
SPRING BREA.I< 1991-lndividual ro student
organization needed to promote Spring Break
trip. Earn money, free trips and valuable work
experience. CALL NOW!! Inter-Campus P~o
grams:1-800-327-6013

Hammond Organ, Pedals, Dual Keybds,
Rhythm, $500, must sell 568-5409
Ladies 1/3K diamond solitaire size 7 $500.
Men's gold wedding band w/5 diamond chips
$100. Call 628-4747

~ ·

Fast * Professional * Accurate

Part time Sales Assoc.
Mature, Responsible person for
evenings and weekends. Call Hoffner
Cir. 381-2984 a~~436 & Hoffner.

UCF TRADITION.AL MARTIAL ARTS CLUBAttention all UCF students! Come to a special
Pearl necklaces freshwater/culture $50 and
inforrnatiooal meeting to set up Spring classes , up. Call Jeff 830-9106
& learn about club Thurs Nov. 29 6-7pm CEBA '
2-115. Call 658-1485 or 679-0390 for info·
Gold rings start at $30 Diamond 1OK start at
$40 10+14K rings diamond, Emetald, Ruby,
Saphire,Pearl, under $300 Call Jeff 8309106 for apt.

Please help our cats!!!
Orange County has given us less
than one week to find homes for 12cats, or the
Humane Society will take them and most likely
kill them. We have all ages and colors. Please
call eves (407)889-2692.

EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 3660538.

HOME TYPISTS -PC users needed.
$35,000 potential. Details.
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext. B-4628

15 ft. Surfside 85 HP Mercury $14000BO
Honda 250R 3wheeler $600 OBO 78 Chevy
Luv Flatbed $600 OBO (904) 429-9868

Female roommate nonsmoker wanted to
share two bedroom apt on Alfaya Trail $210/
mo.+ 1/2utilities. Callorleavemessage3815510

Looking for a job?
of Full & Part Time Jobs
Call Fla Job Line Open 24hrs 7 days
1-(900) 234-7770
Ext.#42=Restaurant Jobs
Ext.#43=Hotel Jobs
Ext.#44=Retail Jobs ($2/min)

Male roommate needed ASAP $200.month
$150 down, + 1/3 util. ONn bedroom & bath
Call Alex ASAP 273-5476 Fox Hunt
To share 2 bdrm 1 1/2 ba. Possibly the
closest apt. to UCF. $217.50 + 1/2 util.
Available Dec. 1 823-7145 ask for Kris.

Professional WP $1 per page-text Student
Documents/Resumes 365-8890

•

~Q..O's

CIVIL SERVICE & POSTAL CAREERS,
No Degree or Exper. necess., $10.92hr.
For info. & training, Call 331-3556

TYPINGtWord Proc. by 15 yr. legal
sect. $1.00/pg. 366-4045 ·
TERM PAPERS· Professionally
wordprocessed by GAB Enterprises'
experienced staff. Student Discount
678-5048
Need typing done-Call Debbie 366-6444 term
paper, thesis, technical
papers, graphics-letter quality
Reasonable and fast typing service.
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.

Barbie, How's my love kitten? Let's go see
Dan Mold ea speak about the Mafia Wednesday night@ 8prn in the Student Center Auditorium . Meet me there , B. I can't wait to see
U-Bobbie

Call

~

~
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MINI .CLASSIFIED FORM
Cost per issue:
Number of issues:
Less Discount (if any):
TOTAL COST:
$._ __

$0.75 per line: UCF Students, staff and faculty
$1.50 per line: Non-students and businesses
Boid.face and underline extra (double-line rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY-No Refunds
Insertion dates:
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"That's why it was so important that
we came away with at least a field
goal."
Youngstown apparently surprised
the Knights by throwing the ball as
much as they did.
Ray Isaac completed 16-of-25 at- .
tempts for 210 yards.
His statistics and the outcome of the
game may have been different had
Penguin receivers not dropped as many
passes as they did.
The Penguins opened the second
quarter with a 14-play scoring drive.
UCFs defense forced Youngstown to
settle for a 33-yard field goal.
After a UCF punt, the Penguins
managed another field goal from 21
yards out with 4:05 left in the half.
The Knights counterpunched with a
4-yard touchdown run by Willie English to round out the first half scoring.
The Knights came out 'a little flat in
the second half. After each team exchanged punts, the Penguins put together a 10-play scoring drive.
Tamron Smith ran in from the 1yard line and Youngstown got a. two.
point conversion.
"We'll have to avoid letdowns like
·that in the second half if we want to
continue to win in these playoffs,"
McDowell said.

The Knights opened the fourth quarter with another Russ Salerno punt.
Salerno ·averaged 40.5 yards on four
kicks, three of which came in the second half.
The Penguins put together a balanced drive, which consisted of four
passes and five rushes, and capped it
off with a 41-yard field goal by Jeff

Wilkins. Tl1:e kick tied the game with
9:09 on the clock.
UCF and Youngstown again exchanged punts, giving the :Knights the
ball on their 12-yard line with 3:33 left
to play.
Johnson then connected on passes to
Sean Beckton and John Osborne for 31
and 14 yards to set up the final field

goal by Grilla.
"We played with unity in this game
and won it as a team," offensive line- ·
man Tom Laipply said.
''This is the best moment of my
sporting career."
Football Notes: Mark Giacone became the first UCF running back to go
more than 1,000 yards rushing.
While Giacone has been rewriting
the UCF record books, Willie English
has been posting some fine numbers for
himself.
His 94 yards against the Penguins
gives him 804 yards for the year.
That gives him the third best season
total for the Knight behind Giacone
and Elgin Davis. ·
He has also scored 11 touchdowns
· this year_.

B-BALL
FROM PAGE 16

(6-10, 235). Both will be
counted on for leadership and
will need to lead ,by example
for a successful UCF season.
Haynes, who has started at
shooting guard, has improved
his shooting touch from threepoint range, connecting-on 3of-8 in the first two games.
Haynes may also play the
point and run the offense.
Breunig has played tough
on the boards and scored.key
inside points iri the UCF Classic. Dean said he wants Breunig to play tough defense and
control the defensive boards .
.The Knights look to blend
their newcomers and returnees into a team that can compete in their inaugural season
as a member of the American
South Conference.
Dick Vitale's basketball
magazine picked the biggest
upset in the ASC would be a
Running Knight victory over
any conference rival.
."Our players take com. ments like that as a chal- .
lenge," Dean said. ''There's no
doubt that there is a lot of talent in our conference, but I
would be surprised if we didn't
win a couple of those [conference] games."

•

Enjoy three hot dogs !ree with each ~urchase ~f <:1refreshi!lg32-ounce.Coke~
It's College Night at Fair Lanes. Expenence ~nhm1ted bowling and music every
!hursday from llPM to lAM~ for only $5.95 including shoes.

•FairLanes
.

.

UNLIMITED BDWLllG.THURSDAY,l IPM-IAN
*Times may vary according to center. (Coca-Cola) and (Coke) are registered trademarks of The Coca-Cola Company.

Fair Lanes Indian Hills:-115 Wilshire Drive, 831-7171
Fair Lanes Sky Bo~l: 7401 S. Orange Blossom Tr., 855-5731
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CLASSIC
. FROM PAGE 16

Freshman Denny Hinson hit a 3pointer from the baseline to tie th~
game at the break. He finished withl 6
points. Hfoson was the only Knight to
be named to the five-man All-Tournament team.
"I told our guys during halftime that
we wete going to win this game because
·we were playing poorly and we were
still tied," _Dean said.
The Knights broke out to an early

lead in the second half that was relinquished by the Bears five minutes into
the period, probably due to the shooting of Derrick Hodge.
Hodge finished the game with 23
points, including 2-of-2 from 3-point
land, and was named to the All-Tournament team.
The UCF fans were treated to a
gritty performance the rest of the way
as the Knights fought back to take the
lead for good with eight minutes left.
Anthony Haynes contributed a
· solid effort at shooting guard. He
chipped in 14 points, seven assists and
three rebounds. He also stepped in to

ASC

Collins and 6-11 center Ervin
Johnson, who led the conferFROM PAGE 16
ence in blocked shots last year.
Both teams appear to have
and no winning tradition in good chances of attending the.
Division I basketball.
NCAA's postseason tourna"But this year, we have a ment.
new arena to be completed
Th-e Louisiana Tech Bull[Feb. 1] and we're part of a con- dogs have posted 20 consecuferef!ce ranked anywhere from tive winning seasons. ·They
10th to 15th in the nation. It's went 20-8 last year to win the
going to enable us to recruit a ASC.
higher level of players."
This was accomplished in .
The Knights will fa.ce teams what was presumed to be. a
in the upper echelons of NCAA rebuilding year for the team in
quality, such as Southwestern its first season under Coach
Louisiana, which is pointed to Jerry Loyd.
as the toughest in the ASC.
The Bulldogs' 1990 consen'The Ragin' Cajuns return sus All-ASC forward Anthony
four starters. They will be led Dade will return alongside
by the ASC's all-time leading senior forward Roosevelt Powscorer, 6-foot-8 forward Kevin . ell and senior center Eldon
Brooks.
Bowman.
The New Orleans PrivaThe remaining teams, UT
teers, with a strong defensive Pan American, Lamar and
unit that held opponents to Arkansas State, should · pro66.8 points a game and 44.2 vide UCF with better opportupercent shooting last season, nities to put up some wins in
'Yill face Southwestern Louisi- conference play.
ana .
The UT Pan American
The Privat~ers are led by 6- Broncs are missing four start5 forward Derwin "Tank" ers from the squad that led

give freshman point guard Sinua Phillips a chance to rest on the bench as he
was suffering from a strep throat.
Phillips managed to chip in eight
points and five assists and to make
some key steals down the stretch.
"I wish Sinua would have made the
All-Tournament team·," Dean said. "He
played with a bad sore throat and deserved it. He played great defense and
shut down their point guard [Wiggins]."
"[Ross] Breunig also played well for
us. He did a good job of filling his role
tonight," Dean said.
Breunig scored eight points, mostly

from under the basket after rebounds. ~
He tied Leeks with nine boards and
helped UCF match up against a beefy
Maine team.
"I'm happy with the way I played,"
Breunig said. "I think I filled my role
tonight and that's what I have to do to
help this team win."
Southeastern Louisiana won the
consolation game in a victory over Liberty. The Knights had defeated SE •
Louisiana in their season-opener Friday night by a score of 84-74.
Hinson led UCF in that game with
23 points and 11 rebounds. Leeks had
16 points and 11 rebounds as well.

Coach Kevin Wall to his sec- LADY KNIGHTS
with 18 points.
ond ASC coach-of-the-year
. S_h e was followed by freshaward and into the ASC tour- FROM PAGE 16
man forward Debby Batz, who
nament <;}iampionship game.
dropped 13 points. ·
, The team will have sopho- tionally competitive team,
Perhaps the true leader of
more center Chris Young and probably among the top 30 UCFs losing effort, however,
guard Gabriel Valdez, a teams in the nation."
was guard Brinda Green, who
marksman shooter from the
In the second half, UCF came back to the team after
outside.
couldn't stop the squad, which sustaining a knee injury in
First-year Lamar Coach led the country in scoring last January. ·
Mike Newell will attempt to year. The Huskies averaged 94
King and Green were
rebuild the Cardinals' basket- points a game.
named to the All-Tournament
ball program.
, "Going into the game, we team.
The imposing task will in- knew we had to slow ·down
"After the first two games,
clude rebounding from the their transition game. Obvi- we certainly know the areas
team's worst season in team ously,. we didn't do that," we need to work on-defense,
history (7-21) under the lead- Knight said.
rebounding... We just didn't
ership of senior forward Daryl
Junior · guard Yolanda execute offensively as well as ~
Reed. ,
Rhodes led UCF in scoring we could have," Knight said.
Reed averaged 15.8 points
and 7.5 rebounds a game ~ast ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
season.
SEX, DRUGS, N ROCK-N-ROLL
The Arkansas State Indians
A
return from a season in which
ND A GENERATIONS SEARCH .

A CANDLE IN THE RAIN by ANDY RAY

they won only three of- their ·
last 11 games.
Six-foot-3 senior guard
Bobby Gross, ASU's second
leading scorer last seaso11, will
return to lead a team that has
posted a 95-61 record over the
last five ye~rs.

(CAMPANARO, M.A. UCF, 1989)
.. .is two men and a woman finding themselves in the wild streets
of the late 1960's. Based 'in Daytona, Atlanta and Tallahassee,
this .work was created within UCF's writers workshop. Called
"bizzare and strange," it's available now at the University
Bookstore.
.

ROCKY V*-PG-13
2:00-4:15-6:15-8:20-10:30
THREE MEN AND A LITILE LADY*-PG
1:00-2 :00-3 :00-:4 :00-5 :00-6:00-7:00-8:()09:00-10:00-11 :oo
JACOBS LADDER-R
2:00-4:30-7:30-10:00
PREDATOR 11*-R
2:30-5:00-7:30-10:00
CHILDS PLAY 2-R
2:15-4:15-6:15-8:15-10:15
HOME ALONE*-PG
1:30·3:40-6:10-8:15-10:20

<!:1 0-4:35-7:30·9:50
ROCKY V*-PG-13
2:00-4:30-7:15-9:30
QUIGLEY DOWN.UNDER*-PG-13
2:15-5:00-7:30-10:00
THE NUTCRACKER PRINCE*-G
1;30-3:30-5:30-7:30-9:30
ARACHNAPHOBIA*-PG13
2:00-4:30-7:00-9:15
PREDATOR 11*-R 2:30-5:00-7:30-:10:00
GHOST*-PG-13 2:30-5:00-7:15-9:30
ROBO JOCKS*-PG 2:15-4:15-6:15-8:15-10:15
DANCES WITH WOLVES*-PG13 2:30-6:10-
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STUDENT
Look who's moVing into
your neighborhood

LEGAL SERVICE-$
Student Legal Services provides
students with an assistance in selected areas oflnw such as landlord/
tenant 1 consumer, non-criminal
traffic and uncontested dissolutions. You can receive attorney
consultation and representation
·free of charge to quaJified students. Can 823-;2538 or stop by SC
210 for more information or an
appointment.

Problems With?
• Landlords?
.
• Insurance?
.,;\'.tlSltt·
• Contracts?
•Police?
.;..\

0

We've been c~ring for you for over three years. Now. we've opened
a full-service office right nearby to serve you better.

Opening in November at the corner of University Boulevard
and Technological Avenue, across from Park Care,.
I

Need?
•A Will?
• Name Change?
u neontested
·I·
~.
... Dissolution?

'\..

a

•

J}-1

\~

'

O~t~opaedic

Clinic

407-380-8705

. · . . . ...

·

3403 Technological Avenue, Suite 4
Orlando, Florida 32817
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t lts practice
· winning in UCF Classic
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first year was any indication, there will.be much
more to cheer about this year:
, • Sinua Phillips stealing the ball and going
the length of the court for a layup,
• Tommy Tormohlen coming off the bench
and lighting it up from 3-point range,
• Denny Hinson getting out on the break
After Saturday's 86-79 victory over Maine,
UCF Coach Joe Dean related a story that a making layups on feeds from Phillips,
•Leeks slamming on alley-oop passes from
friend of his liked to tell:
After a basketball game, this friend went up Phillips.
to one of the players on the losing team and
These, of course, are just first impressions.
asked the player how the team did. The player But remember the first impressions last year?
In Dean's first regular season game, UCF lost
said they lost but it was OK because it was only
a practice game. The friend replied, "Pr~ctice to Queens College. Queenswasaformerall-girls
winning."
school playing its first season of Division II
That is something the Running Knights basketball. After the ·game, Dean said it would
have not had that much practice at lately. In be hard for him to figure out who the Running
the past three seasons, UCF w~n 9, 7 and 7 Knights would beat.
To his dismay, there would not be many
games.
.
But this year UCF is undefeated. Not ex- victories. Because of it, he cleaned house. Two
Michael Pohl/CC:Nl HAL h.O.HIDft\ F\JTl.iRE
actly earth-shaking news since only two games players, Bob Blackwood an_d Edsel Bester, comLOOKING FOR SOME ROOM
have been played. But considering the recent pleted their eligibility. But five other players
Willie English looks for a hole during a home game. He has com- success-or lack of it--Of the basketball pro- were told they would not be part of this ye.ar's
gram, it's good news.
plans, and they left.
plemented Mark Giacone at tailback by rushing for 804.yards ..
The last time UCF went 2-0 to start the
In their place are six new players-all freshseason was in 1981-82. That year, UCF began men. Dean said because there are more players
with five consecutive victories en route to a 21- on the roster, the team is more receptive .to the
8 seaso.n under Torchy Clark.
things he is trying to do.
The Running Knights probably won't start
Thebasketballplayersstillhavealongwayto
this
year
5-0
or
come
near
a
21-8
record.
go.
There will be times when they play likeDesigner Dresses
But it's not important to speculate what the well, like freshmen.
Knights' record will be this year. What is imFor them to be successful, they will have to
®UilllcQJ®mJU® 0 ~
cQJo®©@illl[fi)U
portant to UCF fans is th·e fact that the basket- hustle for 40 minutes every game like they did in
:«
.
.
. _
~
• ,1.
' ball program has finally _turned the corner.
the UCF Classic.
NEVER BE SEEN JN THE SAME DRESS TWICE . 1 . The Joe Dean e:ta has be·gun. . , .
r,L ButifplayerslikePhillipsar~anindicationof
~. '"~
:-·!
, •r• In the UCF-'Gllissic, fans;got a ta:ste of what 1 ,. i:t;he type of players Dewn will brir~g_;t9 t UCF, it
221 ~airbanks Ave., Winter Park, FL 644-3131 .
can be expectecP&om UCF·basketball-excite:-01 won't be long un,til the . ~a_s)rntball tea:m·will be
ment. In recent years, the only consistent thing looked upon with pride instead of being the butt
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=·~ to~e~a~~wMaK~~~s~a~fffue clb~j~es .
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·D on't Start The New Year Without Us! . ·

It took Galileo 16 years to master ·the universe.

You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maYbe he could have mastered the solar
system faster, too .
•
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VIVARIN;.
for fast pk:A up-safe as coffee

Leeks, Hinson lead
UCF to 2 victories

lady Knights drop
finale to N.. Illinois

by Glenn Carrasquillo

by Jamie Johnson

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE .

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Running Knights opened their
basketball season in grand fashion,
winning two games and claiming the
championship of the UCF Classic Saturday night in the UCF gymnasium.
The Knights tamed the Maine Black
Bears, 86-79, in the tournament championship game in front of 825 fans.
The big and burly Bears came out
charging in thefirsthalfandjumped to
a 12-point lead midway through the period, 19-7.
UCFs Tqmmy Tormohlen came off
the bench to spark the Knights with
two consecutive 3-point shots that
pulled UCF back into the contest.
Tormohlen went on to connect on 5of-6 from that range and finished with
18 points.
The five 3-pointers tied a UCF record held by former Knights Chris Wallen, Bob Blackwood and Edsel Bester.
"We came out a little out-of:-sync in
the first half," UCF Coach Joe Dean
said. "Our guys kept fighting and got us
back in the ball game."
The Knights committed 13 turnovers compared to the Bears' five in the
first half, but managed to surge back in
the final minutes with the help of inspired play from Ken Leeks.
Leeks, who was named MVP of the
tournament, led all scorers and rebounders in the first half with 11 points
and five rebounds, and finished the
game with 20 and nine respectively,
which were also team highs.
see CLASSIC page 14

Charles MorrowiC~N 1HAL FLORll.JA .-u·, ur\c

After blazing by the Stetson Lady
Hatters, 78~60, in the first round of the
UCFClassic, the UCFwomen'sbasketball team fell Saturday night to the
Northern Illinois Huskies, 99-61.
The Lady Kniglits out-rebounded
Stetson 60-45. Senior center Shannon
King put up 18 points,. grabbed 11 re. . bounds and blocked five shots in just 26
minutes of play.
,
.Against the Hatters, UCF fell behind 7-4 in the opening two minutes,
but then went on a 19-2 run over the
next eight minutes to claim a lead they
never lost.
· Saturday night, the Lady Knights
trailed the Huskies in the beginning,
but the Northern 'Illinois guard tandem
of seniors Lisa Foss and Denise Dove
put the game away in the second half.
'We really feel like this back court is
as good as any we will come up
against," NIU coach Jane Albright
said. ''They complement each other
well. Lisa is All-American quality."
The "Lady Knights combined poor
field goal shooting (.297) and free
throw shooting (.555) to fall behind 2111 after three minutes of play.
UCF trailed 43-32 at halftime.
While UCF sunk· in its shooting
woes, the Huskies came out hitting the
mark. They shot 54. 7 percent from the
field and 94 percent from the line.
''They just lit up," Lady Knight
Coach Beverly Knight said. "I knew
they were capable of it. They are a na-

Ken Leeks (44) goes for two points inside. He scored a game high 23 points
against Maine and was named MVP for the UCF Classic.

see LADY KNIGHTS page 14

Dean begins 2nd year
with 6 freshmen on team
position 'but is out indefinitely with a stress
fracture in his hip.
Greg Roberson, a 6-7 forward, hasn't seen
UCF Coach Joe Dean has coached a young any playing time yet, but Dean expects to ease
Running Knights basketball team to two victo- him into the lineup. The status of walk-on guard
ries in its first two games.
Dan Rubin is unknown.- ·
"We wanted to establish a home court adThe Knights return two sophom9res from
vantage and I think we have done that," Dean last year. Tommy Tormohlen, a 6-5 swingman,
said. "Our players need to gain confidence and will provide outside scoring for the Knights.
gain that edge that you should have when you
Dean said he will be the Running Knights'
play in front of a home crowd."
sixth man. With Davis out, Tormohlen's versaThere are five freshmen on the UCF squad tility will be important. He can play small forthat will probably be called on to play an ward or move to shooting guard when Haynes
important role ifthe Knights are to better iast moves to point guard.
season's record of 7-21.
Tormolen leads the Knights with 7-of-12
Leading the way is point guard Sinua Phil- shooting from 3-point range. Eddie Hammerlips at 5-feet-10. Dean has expressed much burg (6-5, 185 pounds) will add depth in the back
confidence in this freshman~
court as he grew an inch and
"Sinua has the green light
gained 15 pounds since last
to shoot the ball," Dean said.
year.
"He has that kind of ability. "We wanted to estab. Junior Ken Leeks again
He can create off of the lish a home court adshould be the force in the
dribble. I'm a:n old point
middle for the Krlights.
guard myself and I ask a lot of vantage and I think
Last season, he led the
my point guard. I thought we've done that."
Knights with an average of15
Sinua should have been
points ~d nine rebounds. He
named to the [UCF Classic]
- Joe Dean also blocked 30 shots.
All-Tournament team."
men's basketball coach
Leeks was named the MVP
Another top freshman is 6of the UCF Classic. Leeks (6-9,
4 forward Denny Hinson,
235) also grew an inch since
who has shown he can provide some of the last year, and he put on 10 pounds.
offense UCF wm need up front.
Mike Boles is the other returning junior and
Hinson, who replaced the departed Bob will provide experience and depth at the forBlackwood at small forward, is the freshman ward position.
starter along with Phillips. He was named on
Although Boles' playing time may be cut bethe All-Tournament team in the UCF Classic. cause of the acquisition of Hinson and Denmon,
Providing depth up front will he freshman Boles' quickness and jumping ability should
Jarrod Denmon. He will be called on to add find him some minutes. UCFs other returning
seniors are Haynes (6-1, 200) and Ross Breunig
depth to the front line.
A fourth freshman, 6-3 guard Darryl Davis,
see B-_BALL page13
was expected to battle at the shooting guard
by Glenn Carrasquillo
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Louisiana ·schools
teams to b.e at in/ ASC
by Jamie Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF men's basketball
team kic_ked off its first season
in the American South Conference on Friday night in the
UCF Classic.
The ASC is a step in establishing the Knights as a quality
Division I program.
The American South is a 4year-old conference based in
New Orleans and was ranked
in the ·preseason by USA
Today's Jeff Sagarin as the
16th best in the nation.

UCFs jump to become the
conference's seventh member
will immediately add to the
Running Knight's prestige,
but it will also hand the squad
a tough schedule.
"In the short term it's going
to be difficult," UCF Coach Joe
Dean said. "The next two seasons will be tough, but beingin
the conference will elevate our
program just in the association.
"Last year we had no facility
to show, no conference to show
see ASC page 14

